
Advanced Lab – JK/PT K-Absorption Edge of Nickel                                 

 

Purpose:  To measure the mass absorption coefficient of nickel in the vicinity of its K-edge. 

 

References:   
Weidner and Sells, Elementary Modern Physics, 3

rd
 ed. 

Kim and Strait, Modern Physics for Scientists and Engineers. 

Radiation safety info in red three-ring binder kept in lab. 

KC Physics intro lab handouts, X-ray Diffraction, Moseley’s Law. 

 

Theory:   
When photons pass a distance x through matter, they are attenuated exponentially: 
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where μ is the linear absorption coefficient, having units of cm
 -1

.  If one defines an alternate 

coefficient, the mass absorption coefficient μm, to be the linear absorption coefficient per unit 

density, ρ, of the absorbing material, that coefficient (in units of cm
 2

 g 
-1

) is independent of the 

density of the material and hence is characteristic of the absorption properties of individual atoms 

in the absorbing material.  It is this density-independent mass absorption coefficient μm for the 

nickel filter that you will measure as a function of x-ray wavelength in this experiment. 

 

Procedure:    
You will use the blue x-ray machine, which is set up in fluorescence mode, to produce 

x-rays at a variety of wavelengths.  You accomplish this by using the sealed x-ray tube to produce 

high energy bremsstrahlung x-rays from electrons interacting with the primary target (Cr or W).  

The bremsstrahlung x-rays then hit one of a variety of secondary targets you insert in the machine, 

where they knock out K- or L-shell electrons in atoms of the secondary targets.  The resulting 

quantum-mechanical rearrangement of the electrons in the atomic energy levels produces 

characteristic x-rays from the secondary targets.  These will be either K α and K β or L α and L β 

lines, depending on the electronic structure of the atoms in the secondary target (Ks for Fe, Ni, Cu, 

Zn, Ge, Zr, and Nb; Ls for Ta, W, and Pb).  You will find wavelengths for these secondary x-rays 

on the x-ray periodic table in the lab.  Essentially, these different materials are simply being used 

to generate x-rays of a variety of wavelengths (“colors”), in order to probe the absorption spectrum 

of the nickel filter.

The x-rays are then diffracted from a LiF (200) crystal into a sodium iodide (NaI) detector 

that can be scanned using the 2θ goniometer to record the Bragg peak at each of the characteristic 

X-ray wavelengths.  You will scan each peak twice, once with the ~0.0004" thick nickel foil in 

place over the detector window and then again without it.  Run 2θ rate scans over each of the peaks 

you need to measure, first taking a fast scan (~5 degrees per minute) with the nickel filter in place, 

to make sure that your accelerating potential and tube current are high enough to produce good 

peaks even through the nickel filter.  If you have trouble seeing peaks, you should increase the 

x-ray power (by increasing accelerating potential in kV and/or x-ray tube current in mA, up to 50 

kV, 20 mA, respectively).  If you do so and the tube shuts down, you probably need to warm the 

tube up by running it at a lower power, say 20 kV, 5 mA, for about an hour.  Then, gradually 

increase the power until you can see the peaks you need.  Generally, it’s better to increase kV than 

mA, but you will need to increase both to get adequate peaks from some of the secondary targets.  

You MUST use the same settings of kV and mA for both scans (with and without the Ni filter) for 



any given target; you may, however, use different settings appropriate to different targets.  This 

experiment is capable of producing very precise data.  Make sure that your peaks are not saturated 

(caused by having the x-ray power too high) and that they are smooth and their peak heights are not 

distorted by scanning over them too quickly (0.5 degrees per minute is a good speed).  Also, take 

enough data on either side of each peak in order to be able to fit its background level well.  Extract 

your data and fit your peaks in Origin, tabulating your measured values for intensities, background 

levels, 2θ locations, peak widths, and calculated wavelengths, all with uncertainty estimates.   

 

Analysis: 

Include a clear and complete analysis of your findings, paying special attention to 

addressing these issues and questions: 

 

To find the mass absorption coefficient of nickel, measure the Bragg peak intensity (above 

background) first with the piece of Ni foil in place over the detector window, then without it.  Use 

these values for I and Io, respectively, in the equation above, substituting and rearranging to solve 

for μm.  Tabulate and graph your values of μm as a function of wavelength.  Fit your results to the 

theoretical curve 
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where k is a constant (different on each side of the K-absorption edge) and Z is the atomic number 

of the absorbing material.  Also plot accepted values for μm as a function of wavelength on your 

graph (in place of a strict “theory” curve).  Additionally, plot a linearized version of your data, in 

which you fit each region of the data with a linear fit.  Report your best estimate of the 

experimentally determined values for both the wavelength of the K-absorption edge and the ratio 

of the mass absorption coefficient μm just below the edge to that just above the edge.  Compare 

these experimental values with (rough) accepted values in Kim and Strait. 

 

Warning: 
X-rays can be dangerous and are produced by this machine in dangerous quantities.  The machine 

is designed with appropriate shields so that your exposure will be negligible. The machine is also 

equipped with several safety interlocks that shut off the x-rays if shields are removed or if the 

machine overheats.  These interlocks also protect you from the extremely high voltage present on 

the x-ray tube.  Under no circumstances should you attempt to bypass these interlocks.  The 

machine may also have a shutter that is controlled independently of the console.  It is good safety 

practice to keep this shutter closed except when actually taking data; however, you must remember 

to re-open it before you start each scan!  Finally, do not hit “Reset” or “Setup,” since it takes some 

time and effort to reprogram the machine if you do this. 

 


